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Beecher, Penna, and Bittingerâ€™s Algebra and Trigonometry is known for enabling students to

â€œsee the mathâ€• through its focus on visualization and early introduction to functions. With the

Fourth Edition, the authors continue to innovate by incorporating more ongoing review to help

students develop their understanding and study effectively. Mid-chapter Review exercise sets have

been added to give students practice in synthesizing the concepts, and new Study Summaries

provide built-in tools to help them prepare for tests. The MyMathLab course (access kit required)

has been expanded so that the online content is even more integrated with the textâ€™s approach,

with the addition of Vocabulary, Synthesis, and Mid-chapter Review exercises from the text as well

as example-based videos created by the authors.
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Judy Beecher has an undergraduate degree in mathematics from Indiana University and a graduate

degree in mathematics from Purdue University. She has taught at both the high school and college

levels with many years of developmental math and precalculus teaching experience at Indiana

Universityâ€“Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI). In addition to her career in textbook publishing,

she enjoys traveling, spending time with her grandchildren, and promoting charity projects for a

children&#39;s camp. Â   Judy Penna received her undergraduate degree in mathematicsÂ from

Kansas State University and her graduate degree in mathematicsÂ from the University of Illinois.

Since then, she has taught at Indiana Universityâ€“PurdueÂ University Indianapolis (IUPUI) and at



Butler University, and continues to focus on writing quality textbooks for undergraduate mathematics

students. In her free time she likes to travel, read, knit and spend time with her children. Â  Marvin

Bittinger has been teaching math at the university level for more than thirty-eight years. Since 1968,

he has been employedÂ at Indiana Universityâ€“Purdue UniversityÂ Indianapolis (IUPUI), and is

now professor emeritus of mathematics education. Professor Bittinger has authoredÂ over 190

publications on topics ranging from basic mathematics to algebra and trigonometry to applied

calculus. He received his BA in mathematics from Manchester College and his PhD in mathematics

education from Purdue University. Special honors include Distinguished Visiting Professor at the

United States Air Force Academy and his election to the Manchester College Board of Trustees

from 1992 to 1999. His hobbies include hiking in Utah, baseball, golf, and bowling. Professor

Bittinger has also had the privilege of speaking at many mathematics conventions, most

recentlyÂ giving a lecture entitled "Baseball and Mathematics." In addition, he also has an interest in

philosophy and theology, in particular, apologetics. Professor Bittinger currently lives in Carmel,

Indiana with his wife Elaine. He has two grown and married sons, Lowell and Chris, and four

granddaughters.

I was hoping this would be a simpler alternative to College Algebra by the same authors, but it is

identical in text with the exception of the few chapters on trigonometry. It is also identical to the

Precalculus text by the same authors. And when I say identical, I mean they could be twins. Slap

one cover on the other and you have the same book. That said, and disappointment aside, this is a

really well-written math textbook. It is readable, presents many examples, doesn't throw curve balls

in the problem sets, and is beset by far fewer errors than many other books I have looked at.

This is a great textbook. The examples and reading are clear and straightforward. The practice

problems are plentiful and have plenty of real-world application word problems, allowing a student to

see how the math they are learning could apply to real life. The book is well organized as well,

letting you easily find the section you need.

Hate math but hey college is college and you need the book. The price to rent is the most affordable

on the market.

Loved the layout of the book. There is also a website called Interactmath.com (where you can select

your particular textbook) that mirrors the book and allows you to work problems the types of



problems that are in the book. I earned an A in the class. This subject really stretched me.

Perfect for class!

Just what I need for precal 112

good

It was in great condition. It looked new and I couldn't see any obvious signs of use.However, for the

course I was taking, I also needed a website code(they can't be shared or reused) for the online

website registration that went along with the textbook called mymathlab. So I should have just

bought a new textbook(which includes a registration code) at the bookstore for about $145. The

registration code alone was $90, which means I ended up paying over $200 for both. When I'm

done with the course I intend to sell the textbook, so hopefully I'll get some money back.
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